
South Bay Association of Chambers of Commerce                  

Meeting of November 1, 2022             

                           

The South Bay Association of Chambers of Commerce (SBACC) had its monthly hybrid 

meeting on November 1, 2022.  Here are the highlights of that meeting: 

1. Guest Speakers. 

• Karina Herold of the Los Angeles Sports and Entertainment Commission (LASEC) 

spoke about the organizations initiatives for the coming months. LASEC is the 

nonprofit organization officially designated to attract, secure and support high-

profile sports and entertainment events in Los Angeles.  LASEC wishes to work 

closely with the SBACC so that the businesses in the South Bay can benefit from the 

influx of tourists it expects to attract.  Ms. Herold announced that SoFi Stadium will 

host the College Football Playoff (CFP) National Championship on January 9, 2023, 

and that on January 6, 7, and 8 there will be a free fan festival at the LA Convention 

Center to highlight the event. She also announced that tickets for Wrestlemania 39, 

which will begin on March 31, 2023 at SoFi stadium, have already been sold in 58 

countries.      

        2. Government Affairs Report  

• Henry Rogers reviewed what had been done last year to arrive at the 2022 Policy 

platform. We reviewed the 2022 policy platform and priorities and discussed some of 

the results that were seen over the year: 1. Economic recovery and reopening, and 

the cost of labor ; 2. Resource and regional infrastructure; 3. Cost of healthcare; 4. 

Housing development and homelessness; and 4. Aerospace and defense.   

• We discussed potential issues the SBACC would like to set as priorities for 2023. 

Because of technical difficulties, we were not able to vote on the whiteboard as we 

had done last year.  However, the members discussed the areas of concern to them as  

priorities for 2023, and Mr. Rogers said he would create a survey and send it around 

so that we could vote on our selections. These were areas raised for consideration for 

the 2023 Policy Platform: 1.Transportation and mobility; 2. Workforce development; 

3. Public safety, looking at retail crime; 4. Housing affordability and homelessness; 

5. Local control, striking a balance between developing housing and providing space 

for commercial development; 6. Telecommunication; 7. Education; 8. Infrastructure         
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